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Workers dig and ferry wheelbarrows laden with sand to open a new shaft at a bustling archaeological site outside of Cairo, while a handful ...
Egypt bets on ancient finds to pull tourism out of pandemic
Guy de la Bédoyère follows the first-century AD travels of Germanicus round the eastern Mediterranean and up the Nile ...
In the footsteps of Germanicus – a Roman General’s journey to Egypt
Archaeologists have uncovered predynastic tombs that date back to before the times of Egypt's pharaohs. The tombs are over 5,000-years-old and were discovered where the Nile River drains ...
Egyptian archeologists unearth 5,000-year-old tombs near the Nile River
Workers dig and ferry wheelbarrows laden with sand to open a new shaft at a bustling archaeological site outside of Cairo, while a handful of Egyptian archaeologists supervise from garden chairs.
Egypt bets on new ancient discoveries to attract more tourists post-pandemic
During the flood season, when the Nile River washed over the farmlands, royal officials commanded peasant farmers to assist the professional workers in building the pyramids. Ancient Egyptians thought ...
DK History: Ancient Egypt
The findings of 110 tombs could shed light on two important transitional periods in ancient Egypt. A view shows the archeological site of 110 tombs at the Nile Delta, in this image released on ...
Rare tombs from pre-Pharaonic era discovered in Egypt
The Egyptian president held talks on Thursday with his counterpart in Djibouti as part of Egyptian diplomatic attempts to build more African alliances amid an ongoing water dispute with Ethiopia.
Egypt president in Djibouti to forge ties amid Nile dispute
CAIRO (Reuters) – Egyptian archaeologists working on the Nile Delta have uncovered dozens ... to 1500 B.C.), when Western Asian migrants took over the country, putting an end to Egypt’s ...
Egyptologists uncover rare tombs from before the Pharaohs
Egypt and Ethiopia pledge not to implement water projects harmful to the interests of the other, and to consult over projects to reduce waste and increase the flow of Nile water. A new ...
Egypt-Ethiopia Nile water dispute: A timeline
Learn about one of the most important cultural aspects of ancient Egypt: the gods and goddesses. Read about one of the Gods of the Nile, Sobek ... important part of cultural history: the gods and ...
Ancient Egyptian Gods and Goddesses
Egyptian military forces arrived in the Sudanese capital of Khartoum ahead of a joint drill amid mounting tensions with Ethiopia over a decade-long Nile water dispute, Sudan's state-run news agency ...
Egypt, Sudan to hold joint drill amid Ethiopia Nile dispute
Amwaj took over from Le ... are returning to Egypt, and The Telegraph still considered Feb. 22 of this year that there had never been a better time to explore the Nile. “Prior to [the pandemic], and ...
Nile cruises sail again, forced to navigate river full of challenges
He took German tourists to the Nile River ... was in Egypt. The other brothers were living in the U.S., David and Joseph in California, Peter in Phoenix. At first, Isaac could not get a visa ...
He promised his mother he would become a doctor and help the people who need it most
that history really can be a tangible thing pointing us to where we’re going by reminding us of where we’ve been. Egypt, which relies on the Nile for more than 90% of its water supplies ...
US envoy in Egypt for talks on Ethiopia's dam dispute
Phoenix Ancient Art – one of the world's leading antiquities dealers – has opened its new gallery with "Sense and Sensibility." Aptly timed to coincide with Women's History Month and ...
Hicham Aboutaam: Phoenix Ancient Art Hosts In-Person Exhibition
met Saturday with Egyptian and Sudanese officials amid international and regional efforts to relaunch negotiations over Ethiopia’s disputed dam on the Nile River’s main tributary. President ...
Congo leader visits Sudan, Egypt for talks on Nile dispute
That followed another train crash in the Nile Delta province of ... commuter trains collided near Cairo. Egypt’s deadliest train crash was in 2002, when over 300 people were killed after a ...
Egypt fires top railway official after deadly train crashes
CAIRO (AP) — Egyptian military forces arrived in the Sudanese capital of Khartoum ahead of a joint drill amid mounting tensions with Ethiopia over a decade-long Nile water dispute, Sudan's state ...
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